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I Wished For You A Keepsake Adoption Journal
Three wishes.Seb wants to be happy.Matt wants to find 'the one.'Connor wants
them.Two drunken kisses.Seb didn't plan to kiss Matt and Connor, but he doesn't regret
it, even if it has changed their friendship forever.Matt has never considered dating a
man before, let alone two. Despite his confusion, being with Seb and Connor feels
right.One uncertain future.Connor's potential fate has stopped him living and loving.
Can he face his fears to be with the men he loves?***Contains explicit language and
scenes***
A grandmother makes a series of wishes for the future of her grandchild, such as joy,
curiosity, creativity, and strength, letting readers know how much they are thought of
and how deeply they are loved. Reprint.
Perfect for fans of Adam Silvera and Becky Albertalli, Mason Deaver's stunning debut
will rip your heart out before showing you how to heal from tragedy and celebrate life in
the process.
An illustrated collection of poems about traveling and vacations, including "I'm Off to
Treasure Island," "If You're Traveling in Transylvania," and "Are We Nearly There
Yet?," celebrates the joys and dramas of traveling. Reprint.
A picture book with rhyming text relays a loved one's best wishes for a child.
"The story’s message, that people should choose joy even (and especially) in difficult
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and painful times, seems tailor-made for this moment. A timely, uplifting read about
finding joy in the midst of tragedy, filled with quirky characters and comforting
warmth."—Kirkus (starred review) From the New York Times bestselling author of How
to Walk Away comes a stunning new novel full of heart and hope. Samantha Casey is a
school librarian who loves her job, the kids, and her school family with passion and joy
for living. But she wasn’t always that way. Duncan Carpenter is the new school
principal who lives by rules and regulations, guided by the knowledge that bad things
can happen. But he wasn’t always that way. And Sam knows it. Because she knew him
before—at another school, in a different life. Back then, she loved him—but she was
invisible. To him. To everyone. Even to herself. She escaped to a new school, a new
job, a new chance at living. But when Duncan, of all people, gets hired as the new
principal there, it feels like the best thing that could possibly happen to the school—and
the worst thing that could possibly happen to Sam. Until the opposite turns out to be
true. The lovable Duncan she’d known is now a suit-and-tie wearing, rule-enforcing
tough guy so hell-bent on protecting the school that he’s willing to destroy it. As the
school community spirals into chaos, and danger from all corners looms large, Sam and
Duncan must find their way to who they really are, what it means to be brave, and how
to take a chance on love—which is the riskiest move of all. With Katherine Center’s
sparkling dialogue, unforgettable characters, heart, hope, and humanity, What You
Wish For is the author at her most compelling best.
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When Estrella’s father has to leave because he wasn’t born here, like her, She misses
him. And she wishes people knew the way it affects her. At home. At school. Always.
But a school wrapped around a hundred-year-old oak tree is the perfect place to share
and listen. Some kids miss family, Some kids are hungry, Some kids live in shelters.
But nobody is alone. A story about deportation, divided families, and the importance of
community in the midst of uncertainty.
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! In their first collaboration since the Newbery
Medal- and Caldecott Honor-winning Last Stop on Market Street, Matt de la Peña and
Christian Robinson deliver a poignant and timely new picture book that's sure to be an
instant classic. When Carmela wakes up on her birthday, her wish has already come
true--she's finally old enough to join her big brother as he does the family errands.
Together, they travel through their neighborhood, past the crowded bus stop, the
fenced-off repair shop, and the panadería, until they arrive at the Laundromat, where
Carmela finds a lone dandelion growing in the pavement. But before she can blow its
white fluff away, her brother tells her she has to make a wish. If only she can think of
just the right wish to make . . . With lyrical, stirring text and stunning, evocative artwork,
Matt de la Peña and Christian Robinson have crafted a moving ode to family, to
dreamers, and to finding hope in the most unexpected places.
I Wish You More meets "I wish you a Merry Christmas" in this sweetly spirited book by
the bestselling creators behind Happiness Is . . . . A festive gift spreading joy and
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Christmas cheer! Each star you see on Christmas Eve is a wish that's come true for
those who believe. So many millions of wishes come true! Here are a handful that I
wish for you . . From the bestselling creators of Happiness Is . . . comes a touching
celebration of the holiday spirit, from spreading Christmas cheer to spending sweet
moments together with the ones you love. Featuring an affirming rhyming text and
charming illustrations with bright pops of Pantone colors, this merry and bright
celebration of the holiday season makes a wonderful gift, reminding readers of what
Christmas is truly about: togetherness, the spirit of giving, and spreading goodwill with
heaps of heart. TIMELESS MESSAGE OF GOODWILL: This gifty picture book is a
fresh take on the enduring "wishing moment" of the Christmas season, with a
generosity of spirit that will inspire readers of all ages to celebrate the holidays, and
their loved ones, with wonder and appreciation. A CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR
EVERYONE: From its clever twist on a classic Christmas theme to its colorful,
compelling illustrations and irresistible object quality, this sweet seasonal offering
makes a thoughtful gift for children, friends, and family members alike. BESTSELLING
AUTHOR-ILLUSTRATOR TEAM: Ralph Lazar and Lisa Swerling have created a wellloved and bestselling brand with an art style that's accessible, recognizable, and
emotionally resonant. Perfect for fans of Happiness Is . . ., this ebullient ode to the
holiday season is also sure to delight new readers and gift-givers full of the Christmas
spirit. Perfect for: • Gift-givers • Parents • Fans of Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar
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"Mama," said Barley. "Tell me again how I'm your wish come true."Thus begins this
beautiful story for adoptive families. I Wished for You: An Adoption Story follows a
conversation between a little bear named Barley and his Mama as they curl up in their
favorite cuddle spot and talk about how they became a family. Barley asks Mama the
kinds of questions many adopted children have, and Mama lovingly answers them all.
With endearing prose and charming watercolor illustrations, I Wished for You is a cozy
read that affirms how love is what truly makes a family.
USA TODAY BESTSELLER • In this charming Oxford Novel, hailed by Keri Ford as “a
sizzling-loud friends-to-lovers story,” Lauren Layne poses a provocative question: What
do you do when you fall in love with your sister’s ex? A year ago, Jackson Burke was
married to the love of his life and playing quarterback for the Texas Redhawks. Now
he’s retired, courtesy of the car accident that ruined his career—and single, after a
nasty scandal torpedoed his marriage. Just as he’s starting to get used to his new life
as a health and fitness columnist for Oxford magazine, his unpredictable ex shows up
on his doorstep in Manhattan. Jackson should be thrilled. But he can’t stop thinking
about the one person who’s always been there for him, the one girl he could never
have: her younger sister. Mollie Carrington can’t say no to Madison. After all, her older
sister practically raised her. So when Madison begs for help in winning her ex-husband
back, Mollie’s just glad she got over her own crush on Jackson ages ago—or so she
thought. Because as Mollie reconnects with Jackson, she quickly forgets all her
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reasons to stay loyal to her sister. Tempted by Jackson’s mellow drawl and cowboy
good looks, Mollie is sick and tired of coming in second place. But she can’t win if she
doesn’t play the game. Praise for I Wish You Were Mine “A smart, sexy, and
absolutely irresistible read!”—USA Today bestselling author Mira Lyn Kelly “I Wish You
Were Mine is a sizzling-loud friends-to-lovers story with a unique twist of my-sister’s-exhusband. A hot and sexy read with a strong bond of friendship make this a book you
don’t want to miss.”—Keri Ford, author of the Turtle Pine series Lauren Layne’s New
York Times bestselling Oxford Novel series can be read in any order: IRRESISTIBLY
YOURS I WISH YOU WERE MINE SOMEONE LIKE YOU I KNEW YOU WERE
TROUBLE I THINK I LOVE YOU Don’t miss any of Lauren Layne’s hot reads: The
Love Unexpectedly series: BLURRED LINES | GOOD GIRL | LOVE STORY | WALK
OF SHAME | AN EX FOR CHRISTMAS The Sex, Love & Stiletto series: AFTER THE
KISS | LOVE THE ONE YOU’RE WITH | JUST ONE NIGHT | THE TROUBLE WITH
LOVE The Redemption series: ISN’T SHE LOVELY | BROKEN | CRUSHED The I Do,
I Don’t series: READY TO RUN | RUNAWAY GROOM Includes a special message
from the editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
'Poignant and laugh-out-loud funny ... proof not just that Huberman can write, but that
she can do so with wit, insight and charm' Irish Times Grace and Robbie seem destined
to be together for ever, but when he unexpectedly goes down on bended knee, Grace
freaks out. Cue the mother of all meltdowns. On top of that, Grace is not exactly fulfilled
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by her job - dressing well-to-do ladies with way more money than style. Cue - in her
addled state - losing it in work, with disastrous consequences. Into Grace's train-wreck
of a life comes Verity - ex-Hollywood costume lady and vintage clothing queen. Verity
has seen it all and done it all and her life makes Grace's look about as exciting as
Songs of Praise. Verity tells Grace that the secret of happiness is to discover her 'heart
wish'. If only Grace could work out what her heart's greatest wish really is ... Amy
Huberman is both a star and a trendsetter, but as a writer she is blessed with an earthy,
off-beat and irreverent sense of humour which makes her a gifted and original story
teller. 'Huberman has a light touch, but she handles well the realities of big themes like
marital breakdown, defeated ambition' Sunday Independent 'So full of feeling and SO
funny ... a refreshing and honest take on the true priorities of a modern woman' Dawn
O'Porter
A hilariously sh*tty holiday gift for everyone who loves Christmas and anyone who
poops Curl up by the fire with some steaming hot chocolate and listen to Fudgy the
Poopman offer his unique take on your favorite Christmas tales. You're probably
familiar with Rudolph and his red-nose; but in this book, you hear how Christmas was
saved by Rupert, whose case of IBS has left him with a shining red spot on the
opposite end of his reindeer body. Like an overindulgent holiday feast, this is the gift
that just keeps giving. Packaged as a high quality hardcover and fully illustrated in
bright colors (as well as brown), the holiday reboots include Silent but Deadly Night,
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The Nutcracker’s Dilemma, and The Twelve Days of Poopmas.
Caring for your pastor and the difference it makes. Caring for your pastor and the
difference it makes. What do you think about your pastor? Do you chew over his
sermons and wonder if they are clear and helpful? Do you feel he spends enough time
with you? In fact, do you ever catch yourself wondering what he does all day? The truth
is, often we think, "What can my pastor do for me?" Far less often do we think, "What
can I do for my pastor?" Seasoned former pastor, Christopher Ash, urges church
members to think about pastors not just in terms of what they do €“ how they lead and
pray and preach and teach and so on €“ but about who they are. He encourages us to
remember that pastors are people and to pray for them as they serve us. Paradoxically,
caring for our pastor will be a blessing to us as well as to them, and create a culture of
true fellowship in our church family.
Filled with endless heartfelt wishes and beautifully cute illustrations, I Wish You
Happiness is an inspiring book of hope and happiness for wishers of all ages. This
timeless book is a truly thoughtful gift for any occasion.
Book Description: Kayla's Chick Rant & Book Blog Blog Post: 1/17/15 My name is
Kayla and I'm a blogger who believes in fairy tales. Through the anonymity of my blog,
along with my reviews of the steamy novels I like to read, I tell the stories of my own
search for love. No matter how disastrous they turn out-and believe me, you will ask
yourself 'Did that really happen?'-I never gave up, knowing my soul mate was out there
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somewhere.When my big brother invited me to move to Houston for a semester of
college, I jumped at the opportunity to leave my small hometown to see what it was like
to live in a big city. Having no friends and not knowing where to go, I met a guy online
and met up with him that night. Because...YOLO, right?Turns out, he was an okay guy.
Not 'The One', but still, a good enough guy to spend time with. But then, he introduced
me to his best friend Jason, and my world tilted on its axis. The dark, tough, tatted-up
guy, who was too broody for his own good, captivated me. But he made it perfectly
clear, I wasn't his type. Author's Note: The Blogger Diaries Trilogy is the true story of
how I met, fell for, lost, and got a second chance at love with my soul mate. The names
of everyone EXCEPT me, Jason, my family, and my best friend have been changed to
protect their identities. Full of youthful stupidity, leading to bad decisions and lots of
angst, it is a real life story, where inevitably things are messy.No one can look back at
their late teens and early twenties and not think of moments that make them ask, What
the hell was I thinking? Every second of this trilogy is true, exactly as it happened. The
first book, 'Wished For You', is a tale of finding 'the one' too early, and then having to let
them go. PLEASE NOTE: This is a true trilogy, meaning the first two books END ON
CLIFFHANGERS. But if you take the journey with me, in the end, I promise you a
happily ever after you will never forget.I know I won't.

Str-S-d:I’ll begin with Lucy. She is definitely first on the list. You can’t believe
how it feels to be in the cafeteria and turn around and there she is staring at me
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like I’m some disgusting bug or vermin. Does she really think I WANT to be this
way? I hate you, Lucy. I really hate you. You are my #1 pick. I wish you were
dead.The day after anonymous blogger Str-S-d wishes the popular girl would die,
Lucy vanishes. The students of Soundview High are scared and worried.
Especially frightened and wracked with guilt is Madison Archer, Lucy’s friend and
the last person to see her the night she disappeared.As days pass with no sign of
the missing girl, even the attention of Tyler, an attractive new student, is not
enough to distract Madison from her growing sense of foreboding. When two
more popular students disappear after their names are mentioned on Str-S-d’s
blog, the residents of Soundview panic. Meanwhile, Madison receives
anonymous notes warning that she could be next. Desperate to solve the
mystery before anyone else disappears, Madison turns to Tyler, but can she trust
him when it becomes clear that he knows more than he’s sharing?The clock is
ticking. Madison must uncover the truth behind the mysterious disappearances . .
. before her name appears in Str-S-d’s blog.In the spirit of stories like I Know
What You Did Last Summer, Todd Strasser updates the teen thriller for the
techno age with Wish You Were Dead, the first installment in a new “thrill”-ogy.
Kayla McHenry?s sweet sixteen sucks! Her dad left, her grades dropped, and her
BFF is dating the boy Kayla?s secretly loved for years. Blowing out her candles,
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Kayla thinks: I wish my birthday wishes actually came true. Because they never
freakin? do. Kayla wakes the next day to a life-sized, bright pink My Little Pony
outside her window. Then a year?s supply of gumballs arrives. A boy named Ken
with a disturbing resemblance to the doll of the same name stalks her. As the
ghosts of Kayla?s wishes-past appear, they take her on a wild ride . . . but they
MUST STOP. Because when she was fifteen? She wished Ben Mackenzie would
kiss her. And Ben is her best friend?s boyfriend.
If you could make one wish that was guaranteed to come true—what would you
wish for? Rules for Wishing: Never let an outsider find out about wishing. (Zip
your lips and throw away the key.) Wishes that would impact the world are off
limits (i.e. no bringing back the dinosaurs). Do no harm. (Murder = no bueno.) No
time travel. (What's done is done, pal.) No bringing back the dead. (Come on.
You've seen what happens in THE WALKING DEAD.) NEVER BREAK THE
RULES. (Seriously. We mean it. See Rule #7.) There are always consequences.
Madison is a small town in the Mojave desert on the road between nothing and
nowhere. It's an unremarkable speck on the map, which is perfect for protecting
the town's secret. Because in Madison, everyone can make one wish on their
eighteenth birthday-and that wish always comes true. Most of Eldon's classmates
have had their wishes picked out for months, even years. Not Eldon. He's seen
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how wishing has hurt the people around him. His parents' marriage is strained,
his sister is a virtual ghost in their house, his ex-girlfriend is dating his exfriend...where does he even begin? One thing is for sure: Eldon has only twentyfive days to figure it out—and the rest of his life to live with the consequences.
A Belletrist Book Club Selection Named a Best Book of 2020 by goop, ELLE and
Vanity Fair Named a Most Anticipated Book of 2020 by The Millions, Lit Hub,
Marie Claire An exhilarating novel about a group of students who take revenge
on a wunderkind professor after she destroys one of their own-- a story of
collective drive to create, sabotage, and ultimately, to love. It doesn't take long for
the students on Fielding campus to become obsessed with Hannah, Leslie and
Jimmy. The three graduate students are mysterious, inaccessible, and brilliant.
Leslie, glamorous and brash, has declared that she wants to write erotica and
make millions. Hannah is quietly confident, loyal, elegantly beautiful, and the
person they all want to be; and Jimmy is a haunted genius with no past. After
Simone - young, bestselling author and erstwhile model - shows up as a visiting
professor, and after everything that happened with her, the trio only become
more notorious. Love. Death. Revenge. These age-old tropes come to life as the
semesters unfold. The threesome came to study writing, to be writers, and this is
the story they've woven together: of friendship and passion, of competition and
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envy, of creativity as life and death. Now, they submit this story, We Wish You
Luck, for your reading pleasure.
“A lyrical, haunting exploration of loves past and present. Witty, sprightly,
surprising, this deeply original and utterly captivating new novel … beguiles the
senses and dazzles the heart. A beautiful book.” —Diana Abu-Jaber “As the
parallels between the two relationships multiply, the novel catches fire. . . . Ansay
is a gifted and sure-handed storyteller.” —Milwaukee Journal Sentinel From the
critically acclaimed New York Times bestselling author of Vinegar Hill and
Midnight Champagne comes a beautifully written story of two summer
romances—one of a brilliant pianist, one of a struggling novelist—separated in time
by nearly two centuries. If you enjoy the novels of Ann Patchett (Bel Canto),
Claire Messud (The Emperor's Children), and Lionel Shriver (We Need to Talk
About Kevin), you’ll find much to love in A. Manette Ansay’s stunningly original
Good Things I Wish You.
THE #1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'A wonderful book' Richard Osman 'So
clear and true ... Helpful for all relationships in life' Nigella Lawson 'A fascinating
read on the emotional baggage we all carry' Elizabeth Day From the UK's
favourite therapist, as seen on Channel 4's Grayson's Art Club. ______________
________________________________________________________________
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________ How can we have better relationships? In this Sunday Times
bestseller, leading psychotherapist Philippa Perry reveals the vital do's and don'ts
of relationships. This is a book for us all. Whether you are interested in
understanding how your upbringing has shaped you, looking to handle your
child's feelings or wishing to support your partner, you will find indispensable
information and realistic tips in these pages. Philippa Perry's sane, sage and
judgement-free advice is an essential resource on how to have the best possible
relationships with the people who matter to you most. _____________________
________________________________________________________________
'It gave me hope as a new parent' Babita Sharma 'This has genuinely had such a
positive impact on my life and my relationship with my daughter' Josh
Widdicombe 'She writes with an inquisitive elegance rarely found in parenting
guides ... it is forgiving and persuasive' Hadley Freeman, the Guardian 'Philippa
Perry is one of the wisest, most sane and secure people I've ever met' Decca
Aitkenhead, Sunday Times Magazine
Jackson Watt’s senior year should have been a blast. Then Jax’s best friend
Brady runs away without telling anyone. His mom gets remarried, which means a
new family, a new house, and a new role as well-adjusted stepbrother. Not until a
life-changing road trip to Graceland does Jax learn to accept the past year—and
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what it means to grow up.
Told with warmth and wit, I Wish You Happy explores the sometimes-dark
complexity of relationships, the transformative power of friendship—and the magic
of hope. Rescuing abandoned animals is easier for Rae than attempting
relationships with people. According to her therapist, she lacks a dimmer
switch—her energy is either full-intensity on or off. Lately, she’s been opting for
off. But the switch flips back on when Rae’s car collides with a cyclist, leaving
the rider fighting for her life. After discovering the crash was a suicide attempt,
Rae invites the victim—emotionally and physically fragile Kat—into her home.
Soon, Rae finds herself opening up, not just to friendship but also to the
possibility of love with Cole, the crisis worker assigned to Kat’s case. However,
Kat’s pain threatens to overshadow Rae as their codependent friendship
deepens. When disaster strikes again, Rae is desperate to help Kat heal, but the
plan backfires, putting at risk Rae’s tenuous connections and forcing her to
confront the most difficult challenge of all— embracing her own happiness.
The #1 New York Times bestselling children's book Amy Krouse Rosenthal and
Tom Lichtenheld have combined their extraordinary talents to create an
inspirational book that's full of endless good wishes. Wishes for curiosity and
wonder, for friendship and strength, laughter and peace. Whether celebrating
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life's joyous milestones, sharing words of encouragement, or observing the
wonder of everyday moments, this sweet book is for wishers of all ages! I Wish
You More is the perfect graduation gift as well as a must-have, uplifting read sure
to bring positivity to all who read it.
It's Friday the 13th and Diana is an ambitious young appraiser at Sotheby's in
New York. She's about to go on a long-awaited holiday, where she knows Finn,
her surgeon boyfriend, will propose and the next stage of her carefully planned
life will begin. But it is Friday the 13th of March 2020. The new virus hits. Finn
can't leave the city, and suggests she goes without him. In the Galapagos,
unable to get back to her real life, Diana learns about the devastation hitting the
world as she hears intermittently from her boyfriend. She's discovering a new
side to herself and a new kind of life, when everything changes . . .
For fans of the Netflix hit original series Dead to Me comes “a captivating thriller”
(Megan Miranda, New York Times bestselling author) about what happens when
the death of a husband and father isn’t the tragedy everyone believes. Emma
Walsh’s looks-great-on-the-outside marriage is at the breaking point, and she’s
finally worked up the courage to confront her husband James about his
drinking—his alcoholic rages, his blackouts, the uncertainty and fear his behavior
has created for her and their two kids. But James never shows up to meet her as
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planned, and all her righteous words go unsaid. And unsaid they remain,
because the next time Emma sees James, his body is crumpled amidst the
wreckage of his flashy car, smashed to its final resting place halfway through the
back wall of their suburban house’s roomy garage. In the aftermath of the fatal
crash, she and her teenage children, Kelsey and Hunter, begin to imagine life
without the looming, volcanic presence of their husband and father. Buoyed by
the support of her two closest friends, Emma struggles to deal with her grief,
complicated by the knowledge that James’s legacy as an upstanding business
owner and family man shines only because so many people were so willing, for
so long, to keep his secrets—secrets that twist into new and unexpected shapes
as the mysterious details of his last day of life begin to come to light.
With high school graduation only months away, Kimberley Rey is eager to
discover what her future holds. The next big decision is rapidly
approaching--where to apply to college. But this choice is complicated by a
memory disability. How will her struggles to remember affect her once she moves
away from home?Help arrives through an unexpected and supernatural gift.
Grant is a "genie" with rules. He can give her thirty wishes (one per day for a
month) as long as the tasks are humanly possible. Kimberley knows just what to
ask for--lessons in how to live on her own.But her wishes change when she
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discovers that a good friend has been diagnosed with a devastating illness. As
she joins forces with Grant to help her friend, Kimberley learns that the ability to
live in the moment--to forget--may be more valuable than she ever knew.
A moving and beautiful keepsake book for fans of On the Night You Were Born. I
wish for you, my little one... What do you wish for your child? Do you wish for
them to be kind? To be strong? To be proud of who they are? From courageous
lions and wise owls to playful dolphins and wolves finding their voices, this
timeless and lushly illustrated book explores the values we can draw from the
wondrous and inspiring natural world around us. Gentle and affirming, the lyrical
text takes readers through the qualities we wish to instill in our children, helping
them grow into resilient, assured, and happy individuals. I Wish for You is both a
celebration of nature as well as a love letter to a child. A book meant to be
treasured, I Wish for You is the perfect gift for baby showers, Mother's Day,
Father's Day, graduations, and anytime you wish to share a lasting keepsake and
a gift of inspiration.
"Mama," said Barley. "Tell me again how I'm your wish come true." Barley Bear
loves to hear about how he was Mama's special wish. So begins You Are My
Wish Come True, a tender tale of devotion between parent and child. Settled into
their favorite cuddle spot, Mama reassures Barley that he was wished for, prayed
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for and waited for. And that he is far more beautiful and precious than she could
have ever imagined! Endearing prose and charming watercolor illustrations make
this book a delightful way to cozy up with a beloved child.
A poignant, fierce reflection on the power and spirit of girls and girls-at-heart from
celebrated actress Kathryn Hahn and New York Times bestselling illustrator
Brigette Barrager.
Cherish every step. Remember every chapter. Love every moment. Celebrate
your unique adoption story with this gently guided journal designed with adoptive
parents in mind. - Open-ended and playful prompts-perfect for any age or
experience - Lots of spots for notes, photographs, announcements, and other
mementos - Beautiful, simple design to make your own Every child, every family's
story is unique... and now every story can be told. This beautifully designed
keepsake journal captures all of the emotions, history, hopes, dreams, and
surprises that each adoption journey entails through guided prompts that
encourage parents to enjoy and reflect on their own experience. Created
specifically for adoptive parents, I Wished for You celebrates each unique
adoption story, where every milestone is remembered, every moment is
cherished, and every child is wished for.
Following a family tragedy, siblings Lou and Oz must leave New York and adjust to life
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in the Virginia mountains--but just as the farm begins to feel like home, they'll have to
defend it from a dark threat in this New York Times bestselling coming-of-age story.
Precocious twelve-year-old Louisa Mae Cardinal lives in the hectic New York City of
1940 with her family. Then tragedy strikes--and Lou and her younger brother, Oz, must
go with their invalid mother to live on their great-grandmother's farm in the Virginia
mountains. Suddenly Lou finds herself growing up in a new landscape, making her first
true friend, and experiencing adventures tragic, comic, and audacious. When a dark,
destructive force encroaches on her new home, her struggle will play out in a crowded
Virginia courtroom...and determine the future of two children, an entire town, and the
mountains they love.
"You know when you're looking at someone and you can't help but smile at how
oblivious they are to their own charm? That's what was happening to me, and it was
making me feel...happy. Euphoric. Something indescribable. It was like we already
knew each other, like we had met in a previous life. Memories that didn't exist began
exploding in my mind like fireworks."-From the USA Today bestselling author of The Story of Us and Fisher's Light comes a
new, standalone novel - a heartwrenching story about second chances that will make
you fall in love all over again. Five years. I would've stayed away longer if I hadn't
received the letter. Not a day has gone by that I haven't thought about her, haven't
missed her smile, haven't wished that things were different. The last time I saw my two
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best friends, I vowed to not stand in the way of their happiness, even if that meant I
couldn't be a part of their lives. Cameron James and her emerald-green eyes were too
much of a temptation and I couldn't stay and watch them together. Cameron deserved
better than me. She deserved him. But now that I am back, things are different. I'm not
going to stand by and watch the woman I've always loved slip away again. I'm done
living my life with regrets and I'm ready to tell her the truth. And I'll do whatever it takes
to show her that I always wished she was mine.
Enjoy Wish You Were Italian and the other standalone titles in Bloomsbury's
contemporary If Only romance line centered around an impossible problem: you always
want what you can't have! The summer before senior year of high school. It's supposed
to be one of the biggest summers of her life, but Pippa is headed to an art program she
has no interest in. The one saving grace is it's in Italy. And when the opportunity strikes,
she decides to ditch the program and travel Italy accomplishing her own list of goals.
Things like swimming in the Mediterranean Sea, eating a whole pizza in one
sitting...and falling in love with an Italian boy! As she explores the famous cities of
Rome and Pompeii, Pippa finds herself falling for two boys: a local guy she knows is
nothing but trouble and a cute American archaeology student who keeps disappearing
and reappearing at the strangest moments. Will Pippa find her true love before her
parents find out the truth about her summer program?
Each book in the Sing Along With Me! series has five slider mechanisms and a QR
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code with directions for how to download both an instrumental and vocal version of the
nursery rhyme. Simply scan the code to listen and sing along! Slider mechanisms on
each page and cheerful illustrations will make these favorites for sharing. Sing along to
the classic Christmas carol in We Wish You a Merry Christmas.
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